
The Air In South Dakota
The air in South Dakota is different than the air in Ontario. It never stops blowing; 

at least it didn’t in the four months I spent there. Maybe there is a day the wind stops in 
South Dakota and maybe it is a state holiday. Doubt it, but I don’t doubt much else you 
could tell me about the air in South Dakota.

There are lots of clear days but the dark days are intense. I spent clear days 
stripping parts off an old Minneapolis Moline Tractor, an R type. I had bought both a 
running tractor and its crippled brother. I was tearing down the brother, but finding that I 
was getting dizzy. Not from fumes, I was drowning in the wind. Like a dog with my head 
out the window, I felt the need to come inside to get a gulp of slow air. I ducked down by the
body of the old tractor to shield me from the wind’s endeavour, re-oxygenated and carried 
on.

Dark days came rolling across the sky from the West. They rolled down the Rockies 
and lumbered across the foot lands gathering speed. Huge oily black jelly rolls tumbling in 
the distance and filled with red lightening. When those jelly rolls rolled out on you there 
was only one place safe and that was inside. Venturing out was at your own peril and 
lunacy. Rain everyone know falls down and on a rare occasion it will blow sideways, but 
this rain goes right up your nose. It is enough that it is crazy to go out in this weather, but 
added to this is that there is no way you can accomplish anything. It is a good time to 
hunker down with your family and plan your clear days.

Maybe it is those hunkering times humbled by the elements that shape the air in 
other ways. South Dakota is a hard place to make a living as a small farm farmer. The big 
boys can do it if they have the mechanical skills to repair their huge machines. These 
machines have the power to plough square miles. Those with dirt in their blood, but no skill
with the bankers would sell and move north to smaller farms and try again. I heard of one 
farmer who in the Great troubles during the thirties had to sell and also had to move all his
equipment north. After careful contemplation of his junk pile, he came to a plan. He 
spotted an old truck long since stripped of motor and transmission its bed divested of 
lumber. The only thing left of use was the rear end and axle.  He fashioned a way to hook 
the PTO from the tractor to the drive shaft connected to the rear truck tires. The Power 
Take Off is the connection from the motor of the tractor that can be hooked to run power 
for the manure spreader, grain elevator, grass cutter or what have you. He hooked his hay 
wagons behind the rear end and his implements behind those. His household possessions he
loaded on the wagons. He started down the road with the tractor and then when he was up 
to the fifteen miles an hour the tractor could manage, he kicked the PTO in to action with 
its higher gear ratio. This seems like an easy thing to do but in practice it would have meant
throttling back on the gas and throttling back up as the PTO connected to the drive shaft. 
Sixty miles per hour instead of fifteen, a train snaking down the very straight highway only 
the way a hay wagon can. The beautiful thing about the prairies is you can see for a very 
long distance, good for you and good for those you are aiming towards. It also gives you a 
long distance to stop. In this case that stopping distance would have been at least a half 



mile or the ditch, not a target for a desperate man with his family and the collection of 
dreams riding on the caboose. I know from the practical nature of men of the earth who 
notice which way the wind blows that he would have waited for a south wind to save 
himself at least a pint of gas. The man who told me said he heard from a friend of a friend 
of a relative that he made it, but no one knew if his dreams had.

It is hard to talk of the practical in the wind. Everything can blow in different 
directions. The wind will find the cracks in your walls and lead even chickens to their 
promise of escape. The farm I was staying on had one of those old chicken houses that 
chickens dream of escaping from. The birds had started to roost in the barn and hide their 
eggs in the hay mow. The decision was made and serious repairs followed. Now was the 
time to catch the errant chickens and put them back in their home once and for all.

My friend Leni’s husband had affected the repair, so it was left to me to help bag the
birds. Leni’s birds were her babies as were all the creatures on the farm. She caught them 
and handed them gently to me. I bagged them two at a time per old grain bag. I forget now 
how many birds, but I think ten or twenty would be close. It was again one of those 
peculiar South Dakota nights in midsummer. The wind was blowing hot and cold and 
seemingly from all directions.  The hot muggy day was pierced by knives of cold crisp 
evening air that refreshed and brought you up short. The first few chickens were easy to 
bag and all was going smoothly. Leni usually kept her kinky hair in a tight bun at the back 
of her head. The two different types of air rubbing against each other must have rolled an 
electrical charge into a nice neat ball, for as I reached for the chickens in Leni’s hands a 
spark of that electricity birth into a large ball of lightening between us. Leni’s hair in an 
instance unraveled from her bun and its elastic then turned first into an Afro and then 
straightened in the blue light to a scene from Young Frankenstein. The ball then tired of 
our amazement and shrank to a cold spark only to bounce to a spot ten feet away where it 
burst into another larger ball. It shrank again only to bounce again a little further away. It 
repeatedly bounced in this manner until it disappeared to the distant prairie night and 
horizon. We were use to the South Dakota air. The chickens were still in my hands, so 
another bag was filled. The chickens were returned to chicken house and we were happier 
back inside our house having been rubbed by the air and illuminated by lightening to know
the mysteriously constant South Dakota wind.
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